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Bill Gates MRNA Grift EXPOSED? Billionaire TRASHES Jab Despite Reaping MASSIVE ProAts: B…
Share

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In The Hill video above, Bill Gates trashes mRNA COVID-19 shots, naming three problems with

them that need to be Cxed. "The current vaccines are not infection-blocking," Gates says, "They're

not broad — so when new variants come up you lose protection — and they have very short

duration, particularly in the people who matter, which are old people."

COVID-19 shots' lack of eNcacy and safety is not news, so why is this a remarkable statement

coming from Gates? He's been a major proponent of mRNA technology and invested heavily in

BioNTech, which developed the COVID-19 shot for PCzer. He's since sold a lot of those shares,

earning a 10x proCt.

Gates Reaps Windfall Pro<ts From mRNA Shot Investment

As reported by The Hill co-host Briahna Joy Gray, Gates invested $55 million in BioNtech in 2019,

and it's now worth $550 million. He sold some of the stock at the end of 2022, when the share

price was over $300 — representing a massive gain. Co-host Robby Soave then states:

"Let's follow that trajectory: [Gates] invests heavily in BioNTech, 'mRNA vaccines are great,

this is the future,' he talks about the vaccine timeline and how we can develop it faster, 'we

might have to cut some corners on safety' … All in … sells it … makes a huge amount of

money … but now it's 'yeah, it's okay, it could be better, but what we really need is this

breath spray.'"

Soave is referring to a statement Gates made regarding a type of inhaler that could be used "very

early in an epidemic" to block people from becoming infected.  The glaring con[ict of interest is

only highlighted by Gates' about-face regarding the shots.

In 2021, Gates called mRNA shots "magic" and "game changers." He's also said, "Everyone who

takes the vaccine is not just protecting themselves but reducing their transmission to other

people and allowing society to get back to normal."  Contrast that with his latest statements

acknowledging the shots' failures. Investigative journalist Jordan Schachtel explained:

"Microsoft founder Bill Gates, who served as one of the architects of Covid hysteria and

had more of an impact than any other individual on the disastrous global pandemic

policies, has Jnally acknowledged that the mRNA shots he's been promoting for two years

are nothing more than expired pharma junk.

Translation: Gates admits that the shots are impossible to align with rapidly developing

variants, they expire in lighting speed, and they don't stop transmission. And they don't

work for the only at-risk portion of the population."

Gates' major reversal on the shots comes too late, however, as his prior praises were instrumental

in dictating government policy, despite his massive Cnancial con[icts of interest. Soave adds:

"For there not to be more interrogation of his conNict of interest here by the mainstream is

deeply disturbing, and for people who have been skeptical of this aspect of PJzer and the

drug development around COVID and who have been shot down in the media as kooks,

anti-vaxxers and the like.

I frankly think that this issue of pharmaceutical corruption and people pushing various

interventions, having an investment in proJt, should have been an issue that the left was

leading on.

We have to be more transparent about the fact that people who are having input in what

the government policy is going to be, what's going to be required people, the Biden

administration tried to require people to get this, shouldn't it be known at least when there

are hundreds of millions of dollars of Jnancial interests at stake for the people advising

this? And their tune changes as it follows the money!"

Gates Games the WHO

Gates' motivations run far deeper than making money off shrewd investments. The Bill & Melinda

Gates Foundation remains a primary funder of the World Health Organization (WHO), as Gates

contributes via multiple avenues, including the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the vaccine

alliance GAVI, the Strategic Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE), UNICEF and Rotary International.

In 2017, Politico wrote a highly-critical article about Gates' undue Cnancial in[uence over the

WHO's operations, which Politico said was causing the agency to spend:

"… a disproportionate amount of its resources on projects with the measurable outcomes

Gates prefers … Some health advocates fear that because the Gates Foundation's money

comes from investments in big business, it could serve as a Trojan horse for corporate

interests to undermine WHO's role in setting standards and shaping health policies."

Indeed, as noted by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. in his book "Vax-Unvax," "The sheer magnitude of his

foundation's Cnancial contributions has made Bill Gates an unoNcial — albeit unelected — leader

of the WHO."  And, in that role, Gates is able to ensure that the decisions the WHO makes end up

proCting his own interests and those of his Big Pharma partners.

You may remember that, in 2019, Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security, the World Economic

Forum (WEF) and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation sponsored a novel coronavirus pandemic

preparedness exercise shortly before the pandemic started.

The event, which took place October 18, 2019 in New York, was called Event 201, and it included a

detailed simulation of a coronavirus outbreak with a predicted global death toll of 65 million

people within a span of 18 months.

October 23, 2022, Gates, Johns Hopkins and the WHO cohosted another exercise, this one dubbed

"Catastrophic Contagion,"  which involved a novel pathogen called "severe epidemic enterovirus

respiratory syndrome 2025" (SEERS-25) that primarily kills children.

So, we can already begin to predict what the next pandemic will revolve around, and with WHO

aiming to have absolute power to control pandemic declarations and responses worldwide, it

paves the way to usher in the next phases of The Great Reset and Fourth Industrial Revolution.
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COVID Is Critical to Hack Humans

Transhumanist Dr. Yuval Noah Harari, a top advisor to Klaus Schwab, owner and chairman of WEF,

has spoken openly about WEF's plan to gain control by "hacking organisms."

"By hacking organisms," Harari said, "[we] gain the power to re-engineer the future of life itself.

Because once you can hack something, you can usually also engineer it."  Soon, he says, some

corporations and governments will be able to "systematically hack all the people." And if they

succeed in hacking life, he describes it as the "greatest revolution in biology since the beginning

of life 4 billion years ago."

COVID-19 is instrumental in this plan, Harari says, as it propelled the public to accept privacy

violations it would have otherwise rejected. "COVID is critical," he says, "because this is what

convinces people to accept, to legitimize, total biometrics surveillance."

Undoubtedly, the plan is to connect everything together — your identiCcation, personal Cnances

via central bank digital currencies (CBDCs), medical and vaccination records. Gates has

downplayed suggestions of biometric surveillance as conspiracy theories, however.

In an interview with Australian journalist Sarah Ferguson, Gates not only mentions "intentionally

caused" pandemics  — while maintaining that the COVID-19 pandemic was "natural" — but also

states he reported "false stories" and "people who highlight almost silly misinformation" to Big

Tech.

But while Gates tries to pass off people's concerns about his undue in[uence over their health as

a joke, there's no shortage of evidence that he really is pulling strings, including via his

collaborations with other key players, like Dr. Anthony Fauci.

Decades ago, Fauci and Gates formed an agreement to control and expand the global vaccine

enterprise, which in 2021 culminated in a plan to inject every man, woman and child on the planet

with an experimental COVID-19 shot. Gates and Fauci's collaboration are detailed in Robert F.

Kennedy Jr.'s best-selling book, "The Real Anthony Fauci." The video above summarizes their joint

scheme.

Gates Lies About Epstein Relationship

While speaking with Ferguson, Gates also lies about his relationship with the now-infamous sex

traNcker Jeffrey Epstein, stating they had dinner together and "that's all."  However, media

reports claim they met on multiple occasions and were in discussions about co-creating a

charitable fund with seed money from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and JPMorgan Chase.

It's also been suggested that Gates' global agenda is driven by a eugenicist ideology.

Investigative journalist James Corbett notes:

"According to The Times, Gates emailed his colleagues about Epstein in 2011: 'His

lifestyle is very different and kind of intriguing although it would not work for me.

'Epstein's will even named Boris Nikolic — a Harvard-trained immunologist who served as

the chief scientiJc advisor to both Microsoft and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation

and who appears in the sole publicly known photo of Epstein and Gates' 2011 meeting at

Epstein's Manhattan mansion — as the backup executor of Epstein's estate.

It is not di`cult to see why Gates would try to distance himself from his relationship with

a child sex tra`cker … But, as it turns out, the attempt to suppress the Gates-Epstein

story may have been an attempt to suppress the revelation of an altogether different

shared interest …

The already scarcely believable Jeffrey Epstein story took another bizarre turn in August

of 2019, when it was reported that Epstein 'Hoped to Seed the Human Race With His DNA.'

As The New York Times explained, Epstein's plan to impregnate 20 women at a time at his

New Mexico ranch in order to 'seed the human race with his DNA' — plan he told to a

number of the 'scientiJc luminaries' he kept in his orbit — put a modern gloss on a very old

idea."

Gates' Relationship With Epstein Began Prior to 2011

Investigative journalist Whitney Webb, author of the book "One Nation Under Blackmail: The

Sordid Union Between Intelligence and Crime That Gave Rise to Jeffrey Epstein," also delves into

Epstein's ties to Gates. While mainstream media narrative states that Epstein and Gates didn't

meet until 2011, Webb says that's not true:

"There's mainstream media articles from 2001 saying that Jeffrey Epstein made all his

money from his business connections — to three men — and those three men are Leslie

Wexner [former owner of Victoria's Secret], Donald Trump and the third one is Bill Gates."

One example of the deep connection that actually existed between Epstein and Gates involves

Melanie Walker, who is also involved with WEF:

"She was recruited by Epstein in 1992, allegedly as a Victoria's Secret model, but there's

no evidence she ever actually modeled for Victoria's Secret. He apparently was funding

her education, hires her as his science advisor in the late '90s and then a couple years

after that, in the early 2000s, she becomes the science advisor to the Bill and Melinda

Gates Foundation.

So if you're going to apply to be science advisor to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,

and your CV says my most recent experience is being the science advisor to Jeffrey

Epstein, and you're Bill Gates hiring your top science advisor, you would have to know who

Jeffrey Epstein is and what kind of science he's into."

Webb believes Gates is lying about his ties to Epstein not only to protect himself but also to

protect Microsoft. "You also have, in the '90s, Jeffrey Epstein [ying around on planes to oNcial

Microsoft functions in Russia, apparently giving women to the chief technology oNcer who was

very close to Bill Gates … all sorts of stuff going on there with Epstein and Microsoft," Webb

explained.

Is the Narrative on COVID Jabs Changing?

Gates' negative remarks about the mRNA COVID jabs appear to be the start of a media trend

exposing the shots' risks and failures. The Wall Street Journal published a review detailing the

"deceptive campaign for bivalent COVID boosters," stating they "fail to live up to their promise, but

vaccine makers and experts keep pushing them."

Reports that PCzer intends to mutate SARS-CoV-2 using gain-of-function processes, or directed

evolution, have also been met with alarm and calls for a Congressional investigation.  It's

possible the jabs' failures are becoming too great to cover up, leading to a gradual shift in the

narrative, with a focus on preparing for future pandemics — one of Gates' favorite topics.

Not content to stop with COVID-19, Gates is intent on creating and distributing "standby tools" —

i.e., more shots and drugs — globally to be prepared for the, apparently inevitable, next

pandemic:

"So there's a class that's got measles in it, a class of Nu, a class of coronavirus, and a

fourth class, all of which we need to have standby tools, both antivirals and vaccines that

can deal with those. It's very doable. So on the tools front, we can be far more prepared."

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Bill Gates is the exterminator, he is the king of pandemics, of vaccines, fake meat, agriculture, pesticides, the slavery of farmers, and all the
biotechnologies of destruction and death. Killing animals with mRNA bioweapons is a good way for the GM food industry to feed
ultra-processed foods as an essential vector to create diseases that increase Big Pharma's proCts. Both are leading humanity to disease
and death. In this book, Everyone's Planet, Vandana Shiva takes on the Billionaires Club Gates, Buffett, Zuckerberg and other modern
"Mughals", whose blindness to people's rights and the destructive impact of their construction of linear progress, They have wreaked havoc
around the world.

Their determined pursuit of proCt has undemocratically imposed uniformity and external control over Cnances, food, energy, information,
health care, and even relationships. Basing his analysis on little-known and explosive facts, Shiva exposes the 1%'s model of
philanthrocapitalism, which consists of deploying irresponsible money to circumvent democratic structures, disrupt diversity and impose
totalitarian ideas based on One Science, One Agriculture and One History. . Vandana Shiva calls for the "revival of real knowledge, real
intelligence, real wealth, real work, real well-being", so that people can claim their right to: Live for free. Think freely. Breathe free. eat free.
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According to a report by Dr. Mercola, in "The Corbett Report" freelance journalist James Corbett reviews the contents of Bill Gates'
book, "How to Prevent the Next Pandemic." wait," he says. “This is a ridiculous book... There is certainly nothing of medical or
scientiCc value here... It is a baving book even from a propaganda perspective... Gates's goal in writing the book is to disarm the
public and prepare us to accept the agenda that Gates and his allies would like to impose on the world. Ultimately, what it's about is
gaining general public support, or at least general public understanding, of the developing biosecurity agenda.” As you know the
WHO is trying to take control over monitoring and response to a global pandemic and ultimately over all healthcare decisions and Bill
Gates, WHO's biggest funder.

Gates, in a video at the beginning of Corbett's report, is creating a pandemic response team for the WHO, dubbed the "Global
Epidemic Response and Mobilization" or GERM Team. This team will make decisions about when to suspend civil liberties to prevent
the spread of disease. Unfortunately, as “Rising” host Kim Iversen pointed out in the video compilation above, if COVID-19 has taught
us anything, it's that stopping the spread of a virus is more or less impossible, no matter how draconian the rules. . Meanwhile, the
side effects of lockdowns and business closures are manifold. expose-news.com/.../bill-gates-bioterrorist  (2022)
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Excellent report Gui! Vandana has called one of Gate's books rubbish where he spouts nonsense about agriculture. The situation is
most people unless they have some reason to be up close and personal will just take in the fog and never realize it is fog. Corbett's
observations on this other new book is most likely spot on and for those in the know, there is probably no other reason to read it
other than to possibly see how his extended Disinformation Campaign is being mapped out.
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It also appears part of the Spin City of We Print the News That Doesn't Give Us Fits - the spin is looking very much like all the people
dropping dead are from the poor souls have had Covid. No mention though why is it the spikes jump off the charts following each
and nearly every Jab Campaign. Given the track record of the Jab, Gate's new expressed treasure a nasal spray will apt to rot your
nose off. No worries he and his buddies of the Pentagram will probably Cnd to a way to blame it on kittens and allergy's.
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The only thing wrong with the jabs, in Bill's eyes, is not enough people died........ Back to the drawing board.....
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"Gates sold some of the stock at the end of 2022, when the share price was over $300" Even Gates' stock investments are sprayed
with glyphosate in order to make them easier to harvest at his perceived fully peaked value.
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Bill Gates Makes 10x Investment on mRNA Vaccines
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

In 2019, Bill Gates invested $55 million in BioNtech, which developed the COVID-19 shot for PCzer; it’s now worth $550 million*

Gates sold some of the stock at the end of 2022, when the share price was over $300*

After reaping huge proCts, Gates criticized COVID-19 jabs, stating they don’t block infection, aren’t effective against variants and have “very

short duration”

*

Gates’ motivations run far deeper than making money off shrewd investments; by funding WHO, Gates is able to ensure that the decisions it

makes end up proCting his own interests and those of his Big Pharma partners

*

Gates, via collaborations with WHO, Anthony Fauci and others, is aiming to have absolute power to control pandemic declarations and

responses worldwide

*
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Good morning Gui. Here's a couple of thoughts: "We can be far more prepared" ...to make hundreds of billions of dollars more; and
also lower the population to a manageable level! --- "October 23, 2022, Gates, Johns Hopkins and the WHO cohosted another
exercise, this one dubbed "Catastrophic Contagion," which involved a novel pathogen called "severe epidemic enterovirus respiratory
syndrome 2025" (SEERS-25) that primarily kills children." How's this for a "conspiracy theory... the RSV shots that are now being
given to children, are going to create this "SEERS-25" pandemic; although, it's going to be much sooner than "predicted"!

--- Billy boy doesn't possess even a fraction of the knowledge that I do, in regards to health and medicine; and yet, he is the main
architect of this medical hoax! This fool wouldn't know the difference between an Pulmonary Embolism and a Coronary Thrombosis!
The following series is coming in 4 days (14th). I highly recommend this series to everyone and suggest that you watch at least a
couple of episodes; and forward it to as many family members and friends as you can.

At least, urge them to watch the trailer. The intro video gives a small taste of what's to come. Even if you think you already know it
all...trust me - you don't! I've watched a few docuseries in the past while and there is always info that I wasn't previously aware of. I
fully expect that this one will knock it right out of the ballpark! Don't have the time? People don't have the time NOT to watch this. The
WHO, WEF and UN are coming to get you! --- vrevealed.com/og?sub4=44900e00d1e943e0bd63d7e38de059c5&aCd=5#
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As usual Guillermo, you are on point with your observation of Gates envolvement to change Civilization for this mad man who proCts
from depopulation being his end game. I heard the NUREMBERG hearing has begun in the UK. But as usual, the media isn't covering
this historic event. You always bring bushels of Science to the table of mankind that feeds our ambition to survive the deadly web of
corruption that is now everywhere. I see change for the people from the Army of Fake Science Slayers as yourself are proving
everyday. With your help, humanity has a better chance to survive the daily slaughter of people like Gates, Fauci, and Bourla. Thank
you for your contribution Guillermo. Wishing you and your family Good Health.
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Thank you very much Just, JamNjim, grulla, Randy and Hotsocks for your interesting comments. An article with multiple links that
tells many truths about the safety of gene weapons sponsored by Gates, Fauci and the WHO. REFRESHER ON THE UNDER
REPORTING FACTOR (URF) THE GIANT SYRINGE IN THE ROOM 1) C19 Injection global death toll - somewhere between 9 million and
45 million. Injuries somewhere between 840 million and 4.2 billion (multiple injuries per person). This implies that CDC data shows
that VAERS is the tip of the vaccine injury iceberg. 2) The calculation of the notiCcation factor (URF) is insuNcient. The 1,344,330
people who missed work or school due to the vaccine or the 1,225,867 people who were unable to carry out normal activities could
also be used to calculate the URF; in each case, one would end up with an even higher URF.

Of course, because V-Safe relies on self-reporting via an app, it cannot be used to calculate the URF for vaccine deaths. The URF is
increasing the more time passes from the injection. The author points out that the URF of deaths and injuries is close to 60 or even
70, which is linked to the number of deaths reported by Dr. Mercola and even higher. 3) The link presents data and graphs on those
affected by the C-19 in consideration of the uselessness of the PCR tests.

Lastly, the “recovery rate” of C19 “cases” in the US is over 97%. That's for 32% of the "cases" detected in the US during the full three
years of the pandemic. A "case" rate of about 10% per year. What is the point of a procedure that puts your life at greater risk than
the disease? - Regular readers will remember that of those who died with C19 present, 94% had between 2 and 6 comorbidities and
had lived 2 years longer than the average life expectancy.
peterhalligan.substack.com/p/refresher-on-the-under-reporting?utm_sour..  (10/02/2023)
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Comedian and political commentator Russell Brand explored how crises for ordinary people, from the COVID-19 pandemic to the
economic crisis and war, are opportunities for those in power to focus their wealth and manipulate the masses, in a recent episode
of his "Stay Free" show. "In various kinds of crises, whether it's an energy crisis, a health crisis or a military crisis, there are curious
gains and beneCts to be had," Brand said. Dr. Anthony Fauci, in addition to being the highest paid American public oNcial, now
charges $100,000 to lecture for him.

Bill Gates made hundreds of millions of dollars investing in BioNTech, which was just one of the vaccine makers he invested in. “For
a powerful energy company, an energy crisis is not a crisis, it's a 'crisitud', to quote Homer Simpson,” Brand said. For Brand, the
COVID-19 pandemic was another example of corporate speculation: PCzer reported a record $31.4 billion in proCt on sales of $100.3
billion. in the episode, Brand brought in Mattias Desmet, Ph.D. , professor of psychology at the University of Ghent in Belgium, to
discuss his book, "The Psychology of Totalitarianism." The book theorizes how leaders manipulate crises as psychological tools for
totalitarian control.

Desmet explained that a totalitarian society, which he believes has been taking shape throughout the pandemic crisis, is different
from the classic dictatorship in that it is based on "mass formation," a group psychological phenomenon in which people lose their
ability to critically evaluate the group with which they identify.
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/power-crises-wealth-manipulation-r..  (09/0
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The effectiveness of biological weapons and the restrictive measures against the C-19 are being denounced by many who supported
them. A medical student and researcher, I wholeheartedly supported the efforts of public health authorities regarding COVID-19. “I
believed that the authorities responded to the greatest public health crisis of our lives with compassion, diligence and scientiCc
expertise. I was with them when they asked for lockdowns, vaccines and reinforcements. I made a mistake. We in the scientiCc
community were wrong. And it cost lives.” “I can now see that the scientiCc community, from the CDC to the WHO, to the FDA and
their representatives, have repeatedly exaggerated the evidence and misled the public about their own views and policies, including
natural vs.

artiCcial immunity, the school closures and disease transmission. aerosol spread, mask mandates, and vaccine eNcacy and safety,
especially among youth. All of these were scientiCc errors. Surprisingly, some of these obfuscations continue to this day." “We made
science a team sport, and by doing so, we stopped being science. It became us against them, and 'they' responded in the only way
anyone could expect them to: by resisting.” www.newsweek.com/its-time-scientiCc-community-admit-we-were-wrong-abo..
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I miss the vitriol that Stanley would hurl at Bill Gates. I try to Cnd positive aNrmations for everyone on the planet regardless of how
misguided their intentions may seem, but The Snake deserves every ounce of shite that hits his fan.
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Thanks! Was thinking about StanleyBecker yesterday. Every time I see a picture of "snake Gates" with crepey skin, it reminds me of
Stan and his SNAKE discussion. And instead of vitriol, John Campbell had an interesting interview in January (UK would be way
more polite), discussing the pitfalls of this new technology. - “IMMUNOLOGY” of mRNA VACCINES Prof. Robert Clancy and Dr. John
Campbell - www.bitchute.com/.../It5Rf1ZqIozP  - - If this information doesn't get the hair on the back of your neck standing out, not
sure what will. Appears technology is being misapplied, as it induces systemic autoimmune disease, otherwise it represents
scientiCc fraud. One of the initial comments is "TWO OLD GEEZERS TALKING" - ha ha ha, see what you think! IS Blackrock and
Vanguard Money still talking?
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Yep, spot on - I myself was thinking how Stan would have cut him to bits as only a Stan can. Stan really had him fully sized up. And
yes, It is not easy to be kind about someone like Mr. Gates. I am constantly mystiCed by the masses' seeming inability to see him for
what he is. Every interview I watch of him, he starts off very convincingly and seemingly sincerely and then peters out to something
like a Mr. Hocus Pocus Bogus. By this time, he has fully disarmed the interlocuter and the audience. It actually is rather funny. And I
dare say that Mr. HPB Cnds it funny too - that he can get away so easily with HPB. His expression gives it all away at the end.
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Very true Good_Hands. This is a reply to my great friend Stan with whom I shared interesting dialogues since 2015:: Yes, Stanley, we
are facing a group of powerful actors, the World Economic Forum, WHO, the CDC, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, etc., who
form a great trap so that a virus that must be fought is formed in their networks with snake venom. This is a necessity within to
achieve a global governance whose destiny is to lead the world in the "Great Reset". The excessive in[uence of billionaire Bill Gates
on the activities and direction of the WHO. The Gates Foundation's money, coming from investments in big business, could serve as
a Trojan horse for corporate interests to undermine the WHO's role in setting standards and shaping health policy.

We have the WHO is more of a corporate interest agency where 80% of WHO's funding comes from "voluntary contributions"
provided by private donors, including pharmaceutical companies and industry groups such as Bill Gates' Global Alliance for Vaccines
and Immunization ( GAVI). CEPI, Gavi and the WHO have launched COVAX to ensure equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines. The
Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) is a global association launched in 2017 to inject snake venoms. The
"ECOHEALTH ALLIANCE" is the great coordinator of these responses,
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Like the WHO, the CDC has a history of pushing harmful vaccines. Fauci who led the response to coronavirus in the US, from the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) had funded the research of "gain of function" in the laboratory of Wuhan,
where the virus is suspected to have originated SARS-COV-2. Fauci funded the work to manipulate coronaviruses and then became
the voice of the response to the coronavirus pandemic while working closely with Bill Gates' GAVI initiative. Fauci has boasted that
NIAID and GAVI are working together to advance vaccines. The individuals and agencies driving the coronavirus fear have a history
of unethical behaviors, including promoting pandemics to push vaccines, and seek long-term gains through the implementation of a
highly controlled society.

All a psychological operation used for the "Great Reset". In the Crst link to the e-book the objective is to refute the “Big Lie” through a
careful analysis that consists of: 1) A historical review of the Covid crisis, 2) ScientiCc analysis and detailed review of "oNcial" data,
estimates and deCnitions, 3) Analysis of the impacts of the WHO "guidelines" and government policies on economic, social and
public health variables. THE 2020 WORLDWIDE CORONA CRISIS: DESTROYING CIVIL SOCIETY, ENGINEERED ECONOMIC
DEPRESSION, GLOBAL COUP D’TAT AND THE “GREAT RESET” Global Research E-Book, Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG)
www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (December 15, 2020)
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Rose, that was quite an interview. Every day it seems we learn more about how dangerous these things are, and we hear it
increasingly from vaccine proponents. ::::: Proxima, I like the Mr. HPB moniker, but I do NOT like his grin. It brings out the worst in
me. ::::: Gui, your comment brings me back to a thought I've often had during these last few years. Imagine what someone like the
snake could accomplish in this world if he used his billions for GOOD rather than EVIL.
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Looking at billy boy's face (I try not to); is it possible that he rubs glyphosate on it each morning to make himself "Truth Resistant"?
Rreal; thanks for the link. There's just one thing...I wish that all of these experts would stop saying "Spike Protein" and call it what it
is; SYNTHETIC spike protein! The difference between natural and synthetic, is night and day.
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... or synthetic snake venom peptides if we are to be convinced with the evidence:
naturalnews.com/2022-11-04-aerial-drone-bioweapons-release-weapon-syst..
 rumble.com/v1rlnyo-dr.-jane-ruby-show-ardis-and-adams-blow-open-truth-..  .
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Proxi i know.where IS Stan???!
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A tidbit(?) of "balanced reporting" from Brazil, courtesy of James Lyons-Weiler PhD. - With the Vaccinated Dying, Allopathy is Ready
for Early Treatment: A Single Dose of PEG-IFNLambda (IL-29) Reduces Hospitalization and Death Due to COVID19 by Over 50% =
popularrationalism.substack.com/p/with-the-vaccinated-dying-allopathy  - seems many things are possible, but fewer choices in the
US, where Corporate Hospital Systems and their administrators primarily focus on their bottom line, and not at helping those they
already injured??
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Lin, Stanley, sadly for us, passed over in 2022. Am certain he is nearby, watching over all of us, as he would have wanted to watch
how this all plays out.
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Yes, we need to judge not as we might also fall prey to Satan's lures of wealth and power but at aome point you must admit they are
beyond redemption and need the judgement of God, to be sent to hel with their master. Did the Bible not say shake the dust from
your feet and proceed on? At some point, we have to admit our efforts are getting nowhere, they will not listen, are under Satan's
spell and leave them to their fate, go on to others worthy of our efforts. I agree, Gates deserves whatever comes his way. His face
re[ects the evil in his heart.
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Rose     and all, it was May 2022, not 2021 that we lost our beloved snake handler, Stan Becker.
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epi-cure, thanks, Had a feeling I was wrong about the year...2022 is correct! Every time I turn around, something new is coming out to
counter the current Vaxxn agenda. Not possible to catch all of this...
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The jerd is a front-man, a puppet for distraction, just like Elong. We should pay attention to the banksters behind the scene and expose
them and their 300-year-long horriCc crimes in detail.
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Indeed! Gates is low-hanging fruit. Follow the money trail to Buffett and on up to the Rothschild Banking Cartel. You’re not talking
billions or even trillions. The 5 Rothschild banks have a quantitative wealth that is estimated to be in the quadrillions! Try to wrap
your brain around that amount of wealth!
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It goes back THOUSANDS of years: aim4truth.org/.../the-babylonian-cartel-exposed
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Just seen this morning, the CDC has added the Jab to the vaccine schedule, full steam ahead. As Brihana expressed in Doc's Crst the Hill
clip above, search out all the main players, then connect the dots - and you get a Pentagram.
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This is what those who inject themselves with the gene weapon can expect: CDC DATA CONFIRMS COVID VACCINATION KNOCKS
UP TO 24 YEARS OFF A MAN'S LIFE A new study from the Cleveland Clinic shows that the risk of disease and premature death
increases exponentially with each subsequent injection, and that risk continues to increase indeCnitely and never decreases as
some people believed to be the case. US CDC all-cause mortality data serves as another indicator of all this, showing that the death
rate in 2022 increased by 7 percent compared to the death rate in 2021. “So if you have taken 5 doses, you were 35% more likely to
die in 2022 than in 2021,” The Expos explains. “If you have received a dose, then you were 7% more likely to die in 2022 than in 2021.
If you are not vaccinated, then you were no more likely to die in 2022 than in 2021.”
expose-news.com/2023/02/08/cdc-conCrm-c19-vaccine-knocks-24years-off-..  (08/02/2022)
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How Gates body language rhymes with Epstein - www.youtube.com/watch  From the comments section - "The "dinners" were not the
issue it's what was on the menu for after that worries me."
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Just; I've mentioned billy boy's evil grin many times. That; and the rest of his body language, gives him away - every time! Of course;
what do people who have their eyes glued to their cellphone 24/7 know about body language? I heard about "dinner"; but not the
appetizers! The Lolita Express created a lot of pollution in our skies.
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Bill Gates, (if he is the right one) a clone perhaps??? created the viruses for the computers, they were working too well, so, he had to do
something to make money, it has not been different  with the jabs, always thinking of what evil to do next.I am so sick of the whole thing..
like my friend said to me, about one year ago, he too a trip, people sitting together for a few hours, then, when they got off the plane, they
were told to keep the distance... is this a clown world or what.
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"If he is the right one" you ask? With all the deep fake possibilities and much talk on the internet of Joe Biden and others not really
being who they say they are, at this point, who knows anything. I wish all on here good luck.
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Back in 2009 I bought the cheapest laptop Best Buy had to try an experiment. Up until then I had purchased virus protection software
and every time I got viruses, especially if I was late renewing/updating the software. I suspected con[icts of interest. What if the
viruses were coming from the people who write the programs for the virus protection? Everyone thought I was CRAZY! That 2009
laptop was a Toshiba that Best Buy had on sale for like $230. It was cheap enough I Cgured I would risk it and I DELETED all the
software on it that was related to virus and malware protection! That computer STILL WORKS and has never been infected!

That computer is 14 years old! One of the hinges is broken, but it works. Then I bought an Acer in 2014 and did the same thing. It
had a touch screen and all the latest bells and whistles and was like $800. It still works. In fact, it works so good my wife hogs it. She
even uses it for her work even though they provided her with a Dell. So in 2017 I bought myself an LG Gram (very thin and
lightweight). Same thing. Everything on it is APP based so it is more like a cellphone than a computer, but no infections and I'm
online ALL DAY with no infections! Who's the mastermind (criminal) that created all of this??? BILL GATES!
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I say hang him. Publicly make a statement. I’m sorry but I’m angry at this cabal of monsters. Him Crst and the rest right behind him.
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TruthSeeker999
Joined On 9/8/2016 5:42:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, what you say most deCnitely needs to be done, and ASAP. However, who will do the job? We desperately need vigilantes, or
extremely intelligent, and brave lawmakers, of which will NEVER happen. CRIMES against HUMANITY, and ALL creation, for starters,
should be punishable by slow torture DEATH for ALL who deserve it, and there are many, many, many. By the time Jesus The Christ
returns, there will be few souls left.
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ThyroidGirl
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www.youtube.com/watch
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This should be a link plastered on every Safe & Effective Jab piece, just like the Blue Banner that will most likely be pasted on or in
the Crst video in Doc's article today.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A link that should be a premolition: jail for Gates and collective prosecution for crimes against humanity. In The Link cartoon may be
satire, but the depopulation of Bill Gates is an agenda is 100% true. This is a guy who openly admitted on stage in front of a live
audience that if society does a "great job" with vaccinations and health care, we can "reduce the population maybe 10 to 15 percent."
html.scribdassets.com/.../1-06fed6dfa6.jpg
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juststeve
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Correct Gui, and he has expressed this in multiple interviews immediately passed off as a misspoken slip, only to repeat again.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I also posted a link to that one. It was very well done!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scary to watch but we need to know the truth.
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TommyTwoGloves50
Joined On 12/16/2022 7:11:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates becomes rigid and expressionless when probed about his relationship with Epstein. He insists that he only “had dinner” with him.
Melinda didn’t leave him for “having dinner” with a notorious pedophile and child rapist. She left him because of his many documented
[ights to Lolita Island. Mrs. Gates didn’t divorce her husband for “having dinner” with Epstein. She left him because of what was on the
desert menu. Guys who tell lies eat *** pies!
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Satan. Gates of Hell!
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Dordee
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It all boils down to ME, MYSELF AND I. And again when he, Fauci, etc. have gained control, who will be the ultimate wnner? Fauci, Soros,
Gates? Who will survive the bloodbath of their feeding frenzy and become the ultimate god of all? What shall his answer be on Judegment
Day, does he expect to be granted immunity because he gave $$$$ to the poor, useless eaters?
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VanTheMan88
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You know you're moral if you know what we know, but haven't bought stock in PCzer
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Alan845
Joined On 5/17/2007 8:00:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I thought there was a law against insider trading. Maybe not if you do it often enough and large enough.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Philanthropic investments are apparently treated differently, looks like a giant loophole was left open with that law. Not surprising,
considering all the other corruption that has occurred, for starters sequentially dismantling all the measures FDR had put into place
to avoid another great recession. Then rewarding govt employees for developing new products that they themselves are pushing on
the populace? (Bayh-Dole Act); and then the Prep Act, Citizens United, and the CARES Act? ALL ARE CORRUPTED LAWS. Just goes
on and on. Either need to do your own homework, or read Katherine Watt's research on her substack into what led up to all these
corrupt Covid responses, where every org. taking part has liability protection, everyone involved is free and clear, except for the vaxx
injured. Who writes laws like that??? Ask your govt. representatives.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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How do you think members of congress became millionaires?? Just like expecting them to vote term restrictions on themselves!!
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scheme is quite simple. He is preparing a defense for crimes against humanity. Sorry Bill. Admitting to the genocide may be for history
books but you and Daczak and Fauci and Rochelle Walinsky deserve Capital Punishment.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know if it can be considered an inhaler, but we have been using the nasal spray Xlear for a couple of years and neither me or my
husband has had covid. We use it every time we are around people.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Psychopaths don't fold, they just double down." (attributed to multiple sources)  How America Took Out The Nord Stream Pipeline
 seymourhersh.substack.com/p/how-america-took-out-the-nord-stream
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Blaming America is the ruse and cover to keep the TRUE demons behind it all. It's the British Crown, their Pilgrims Society and
SERCO that are behind it all and they run our U.S. Navy. aim4truth.org/2020/02/14/america-has-been-boarded-by-british-crown-pir..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My theory is that dorky Bill Gates is a minor player, that covid 19 was one of a slew of viral variants weaponized against China/"Made in
America."
 Obama/Biden/Hunter/Biolabs>>DOD/CIA/MOssad>>Epstein/Gates/Trump?>>Tech/Media/PCzer>>Fauci/Birx/RedCeld/WHO/WEF......Lotsa
Cngerprints on the gun...Zero degrees of separation. Just a conspiracy theory. China virus they cried! China China China! ...Then Russia
Russia Russia! Turns out we provoked the war in Ukraine. And we blew the Nordstream pipeline....And our Govt. controlled media denied
denied and lied lied lied....They lied about 9/11, Saddam's WMD, Syrian chemical weapons, KhadaC,...The Gulf of Tonkin, The USS Liberty,
and JFK....See a pattern here?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Yes, latest reports are the virus was detected in Italy as early as Sept/Aug 2019. It may have come from Ukraine and not China, as
we learn Ukraine had (43) bioweapons labs run by the CIA, not the 14 or 15 we were told initially..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rrrreal...Since they all pointed the Cnger at Wuhan Lab, they obviously framed a patsy, SOP. I got a Cnger for these liars and the
legions of dupes who reinforce the lies.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cap'n   I'm inclined to agree with you that he's just the facade of the faceless ones. That slap on the wrist antitrust lawsuit settlement
wasn't free. It made him an easy recruit for the DoD/Deep State.    www.unz.com/.../the-richest-man-in-the-world
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Capt'n vit C - Its possible we have it backwards. The Chinese way is to "save face" - and it may explain why Xi objected to Trump
calling it the Wuhan [u, and instead told Trump it came from the US! And it may also have been spread from Italy to Wuhan when
they [ew a bunch of native Chinese seamstresses and alteration people now living in Northern Tuscany, on non-stop [ights from
Milan back to Wuhan to help with Ctting costumes used in 2019 Worldwide Military Games held in October 2019...needs more
digging.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then why use it here to murder Americans?? In every country in the world, why not just in China?
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I fully agree, but please change "viral variants" to "injectable bioweapons." (..and deCnitely add Rockefeller Foundation to the mix.)
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doesn't a game-plan only work if you agree to play? Those powers that shouldn't be, own everything from the water and energy supply to
medicine and media, they have the monopoly on everything 'world', 'smart', 'sustainable', 'scientiCc' and 'healthy'... for which the antonyms
are the reality. It takes courage and critical thought to opt out and educate and provide for yourself but if you don't, then you're just as much
a corn-fed slave as those who built the pyramids.

We live in an upside down world but once you are aware of that, then you can do something to implement change. We make our own
prisons, build them brick by brick because it's easy to comply and that is what governments rely on and have done so for millennia. Hence
the same wash, rinse, repeat game-plan. We all need a wake-up-call and maybe with virus-mania we got one. Sadly it is money that will
Cnally make people notice the legerdemain and not all the deaths, poisonings, lies, evil, destruction, engineered wars and famines...

'And that is the wavering commons, for their love Lies in their purses, and whoso empties them By so much Clls their hearts with deadly
hate.' The 'wavering commons' of the 14th century transmutes to the lower pecking order millionaires/billionaires and the 'general public' of
the 21st, all of whom will suffer from imposed Universal Basic Income, if it ever gets that far. Publishing how much wealth the greedy and
evil have made from covid in general and vaxxes, in speciCc, will anger them more than all the injuries, maiming, deaths, suicides,
land-grabs, bankruptcies and family and friend breakups in the world.

That philosophy of income above all is what needs to change for us to break forever from this feudal imposition. Feudalism never went
away, we just replaced one tyrant with another, often accompanied by an illusion, that old canard, the peasant revolution. B.G. is a sad old
man, facing his own mortality, who controls nothing unless you let him.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, ....and to stop playing we must avoid checking the king: Get out of WHO. Why and how The top 3 reasons why this is absolutely
essential for our decent survival; and resources to help us do what needs to be done Amendments to the International Health
Regulations include establishing global medical martial law, removing “respect for the dignity, human rights and fundamental
freedoms of individuals” and branding with global “health” digital certiCcates. Unelected bureaucrats called for these amendments
"in our name." The amendments will be adopted by the WHO in May of this year.

We must go out, investigate and prosecute WHO. drtrozzi.org/.../salir-el-quien-por-que-y-como  (07/02/2023).-- THE PLAN shows
the oNcial WHO agenda to have ten years of ongoing pandemics, from 2020 to 2030. A group of nearly a thousand doctors in
Germany called 'Doctors for Information', which is supported by more than 7,000 professionals, including lawyers, scientists,
professors, etc., made a shocking statement during a national press conference: 'The Corona panic is a play. Is a gotcha. a scam It is
about time we understood that we are in the midst of a global crime.

This large group of medical experts publishes a newspaper with a circulation of 500,000 copies each week, to alert the public to
misinformation in the mainstream media about the coronavirus. 'Covid-19 is a fake pandemic created for political purposes. This is
a world dictatorship with a health excuse. We urge doctors, the media and political authorities to stop this criminal operation by
spreading the truth." www.globalresearch.ca/video-the-plan-who-plans-to-have-10-years-of-pan..  a-purpose/5782105 (04/02/2023)
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have to say that after all this covid nonsense, and MOST people pretty much knowing by now that the shot is a huge failure,
introducing any further plandemics wd be a huge mistake. The majority will NOT care to be taken for another ride on the Billy
Boy/pharma roller coaster. Individual states and local governments in the US will oppose another lockdown on the people. Their
families are affected too and many will not stand for it. Boy who cried wolf.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true! We also must accept blame for allowing this to happen. It was easier, cheaper, no effort on our part to just let it happen than
trying to stop it. Might loose my job, TV, Games nice home, new car, clothes. I would have to get off the sofa and protest, do
something about it, take responsibility for my actions, words. Maybe it is just because I am 82, not much to loose thst I feel this way.
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jan9873
Joined On 11/16/2015 8:16:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I cannot imagine someone laying awake at night trying to Cgure out how to kill a lot of people while reaping the rewards. He should have
been on the stage at the Grammys as the head devil.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true and to that i remind all that indeed Phizer DID sponsor the grammys. Owned it/paid for all the advertising. thats why all you
saw was ad after ad about their dam pills and continued incessant covid fearmongering (by celebs of course). My suspicion is they
also paid good $ to Sam Smith for his devil BS. Those creeps didn’t even crack a smile on the carpet, just nasty yet everyone saying
how “great” they looked. Please. (Btw did you see the actual video of that Sam Smith song? Its even WORSE than the grammy show).
Its a shame, i used to like his stuff and his voice, but with his sick themes lately ive turned way away. And PS — BRAVO HARRY
STYLES!
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glennsgirltoo
Joined On 12/22/2021 7:56:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The NIH claims another pandemic is on its way and has another vaccine waiting in the wings. 11 monkeys were used to test it in 9 months.
The virus is currently in Sudan. Gates has been claiming “the next pandemic for a year now and this is it. Dr Vliel claims this will be the next
lockdown within three to six months. I urge you to listen, and share with others so we will be prepared to Cght back once again. Right on
schedule the NIH announces “breaking news” of a new “vaccine” for another deadly virus threat, the “Sudan virus,” one of four viruses
known to cause human Ebola virus disease. The new vaccine, VSV-SUDV, was suddenly developed at the speed of light based on a limited
four-month outbreak in Uganda with “143 conCrmed cases, with 55 deaths.” But how were the cases conCrmed?

Why is this a threat to Americans, warranting more experimental vaccines pushed on the public? So they only used 11 monkeys in this
study? Where is the safety data in clinical trials for people? When Big Pharma has been exposed having problems with 10,000-fold variance
in the labeled dose of mRNA in the COVID shots, and widescale contamination of vials of mRNA shots, can we trust them to suddenly
produce safely manufactured NEW vaccines for this Sudan virus? Join Dr. Mike Yeadon, Hedley Rees, Attorney Shabnam Mohamed, and Dr.
Vliet for a powerful discussion of these issues and more. www.americaoutloud.com/breaking-news-nih-announces-next-new-vaccine-ro..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Everything that the globalists do, is planned far in advance...everything! Just as "covid-19" test kits were already being distributed in
2017! Rest assured that when they announce the next PLANdemic, the mRNA death shots will be ready and waiting.
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TruthSeeker999
Joined On 9/8/2016 5:42:44 AM
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They used, abused, and murdered many, many monkeys, and other animals too, for these NONSENSICAL, HELLISH, SATANIC,
DEADLY 'EXPERIMENTS'. Animal so-called 'RESEARCH' kills human beings, as it directly destroys our health, economy, and
environment. We do NOT have any HEALTHCARE in this third world country; we have SICKNESSCARE, and it is ALL manmade for
MAXIMUM $$$ proCt, plus now, an agenda of massive DEPOPULATION. Animal 'research' has NEVER saved one single human life.
Those are ALL more LIES, crammed down the throats of the mostly ignorant, naive, uneducated public, who believes the corrupted
mainstream media, BIG PHARMA, and many others, all of whom have an agenda, and also whom KNOW NOT THE TRUTH.

That is the reason for the banning of several great books, such as 'Naked Empress Or The Great Medical Fraud', written by the
wonderfully great science writer, Hans Ruesch, of whom has written other extremely informative books as well, such as 'Slaughter Of
The Innocent', and more.

Dr. Eleanor McBean has written a book called 'Vaccination Condemned', plus others. Dr. Robert Mendelsohn has written at least one
informative book called 'Male Practice', and there were, and are several other extremely educational, yet horribly depressing books
that expose the LIES, and EVILS perpetuated by the over gloriCed vivisectors, and other TOTAL QUACKS, of whom are NOT real,
actual scientists, but rather, sociopaths, and psychopaths, whom most eagerly get into that Celd to release their horriCc killing urges
upon animals, as that also happens to be the way serial killers start out, according to FBI statistics, and my own personal knowledge,
as well.

There is absolutely nothing scientiCc about literally torturing animals to death. Censorship, and book banning is quite common, and
goes way back to the Roman Catholic Church, which banned people from owning Bibles, and burned them, in order to keep TRUTH
away from the public. Nothing has changed for the better; history repeating.
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jamNjim
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........."For there not to be more interrogation of his con[ict of interest here by the mainstream is deeply disturbing"......... OMG! We have a
revelation! Con[ict of interest is all we have throughout the medical system. When you see a doctor for a problem they will prescribe you
the medicine the insurance will cover, not what works the best. If you get a physical and Cnd out your cholesterol, triglycerides, and blood
pressure are borderline they will suggest that you "cut out the fat, and eat more grain based Cber" because they know when you return for a
follow-up, all your numbers will be in the red. That's when they put you on statins and BP meds. It's all a racket! I can't speak for other
countries, but in the USA it is 100% a proCt driven system. There's no way around con[ict of interest because: "THEY ONLY MAKE MONEY IF
YOU ARE SICK"! Just walk away from the medical system.
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In 2012, one of Auckland's leading cardiologists told me I would need to be on Lipitor for the rest of my life. To do otherwise was to
cut my life short. I was stunned by the audacity of his expression more than the content of it. I just did not believe the content of it,
though. So, I went researching. (This was in the days before I found Dr. M on the web). Today, doctors tell me my lipid proCle is
among the best they'd seen. All critical ratios are in the optimal range which apparently is not all too common. I have learnt to take
doctors' advises with a pinch of salt. You just don't need to listen to them unless you are in an emergency situation. Do your research
Crst. In every instance I consulted with a doctor, I have found a better way.
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Bill basically said "They are not effective." But he doesn't say "They damage the health of practically everyone vaccinated, and kill some
people," eg. they are unsafe. Rather than kill the (poisonous) golden goose, he offers a mosquito that [oats in and victimizes without
consent. to your health, tracy
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Gates' daughter may be an MD by now....wonder if Dad is in[uenced by her on vaxine opinion
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In a "humanitarian effort" Bill Gates and George Soros buy Mologic a test manufacturing facility.
elizabethjohnston.org/george-soros-and-bill-gates-part-of-team-purchas..   "What evil lurks in the hearts of men?"  God knows, and His
judgement is coming.
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Great link! The rhetoric never changes..."philanthropic", "charitable work"...makes me wanna puke! Do these demons even sleep?
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Knowing Bill Gates far too well from his education failure called the 'Common Core" which was shoved in every educator/students face with
zero eNcacy and blew up public education to this day, my favorite quote from this man who enjoys playing God is "We won't know for about
10 years if this works." Well it has been a decade and far too many kids and can't read or write. But they know the current agenda and it is all
about division, changing genders, hating America and fearing germs.
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Then throw on top of that the "No Child Left Behind" (nclb), which really meant everyone passes because you get Cred if you fail a
student. Even worse, at the beginning of nclb, you had good teachers actually trying to catch students up that couldn't make the
grade. So they would teach to the slowest learner in the classroom and prevent the faster students from moving on to the next
chapter. It's been 20 years and I'm seeing young adults that are illiterate and can't do simple math for the Crst time in my life.
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Well, from their point of view, it has worked, has it not? In a world to be increasingly run by automaton and AI, there is no more need
for literate kids, bright or dumb. All you need is the training in political correctness so they can all be brainwashed into believing they
all are equally smart just sitting at home and operating their tech toys. The bright become dumb, and the dumb become dumber to
suit the agenda for the fourth industrial revolution.
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...but the "Drag Queens" and Transsexuals are going into the classes from kindergarten to high school; telling the kiddies "all they
need to know" about sex and gender! If I had any children today; they would deCnitely be home schooled! The former educational
system, is now nothing more than indoctrination centres - in all things EVIL!
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Gates didn't discuss how dangerous the covid injections are.
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Let's not forget about Gates "Decade of Vaccines" where he aligned himself with Fauci. Plans laid out years ago on the Gates Foundation
site. Global Health Leaders Launch Decade of Vaccines Collaboration | Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation Global Vaccine Action Plan to guide
discovery, development and delivery of lifesaving vaccines www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Releases/2010/12/Global-Hea..
 Malevolent compassion; pretend to care about life while seeking means to end life.
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this whole debacle has been about power, proCt and control
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People like Gates and politicians lie only when their lips move. Bill, however, has perfected the art of talking out of his ar$e so even though
his lips aren't moving he's still lying. He just can't help himself.
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AS IF GATES DIDN'T KNOW THE MALICIOUS HEALTH EFFECTS DECADES AGO Scary guy Gates, to talk about medical technologies without
any reference to the completely orchestrated planned World Rollout of mRNA gene technologies worldwide : 1) Adverse Events, deaths,
Contraindications on the Eugenics Scale of 100s of millions adversely affected some with life-long body injuries as well as 10s of millions
of people dead, 2) Lack of both double blind short term testing & any long term Testing for an experimental, Emergency-Use-Authorization
EUA only gene intervention, 3) Mandating a one-size-Cts-all gene intervention worldwide, 4) lack of Informed Citizen & patient Medical
Consent as to signiCcant known Adverse Events & Death Rates among test subjects, 5) Lack of Peer-Review due to Cring, delisting,
delicensing, Black-listing etc.

of the highest quality medical professional MD, PhD, Nurses & Health Practitioners, 6) Strategic planned System's capture with leading
Campaign Financing for the vast majority of 's'elected Politicians, 7) Capture of University, College level academics & researchers through
leading grants, 8) Capture of Medical Health professional Associations, 9) Capture of leading Public Health laboratories & bureaucrats, 10)
Total Censorship & Cancelling of public health communication about Adverse Events & Death.

The leading criteria, I've used throughout my life is whether the advocate for any practice, trade or technology is willing to 'Debate (French
'de' = 'undo' + 'bate' = 'the-Cght') with their perceived enemies or opponents. The test is a formal, scheduled Both-sided, Equal-time,
Recorded & Published Dialogue. If someone believes their perceived advancement or action is beneCcial to all, they Crst of all should be
required to formally dialogue with any organized individual or group, who ask for dialogue. A full public airing is always best.
sites.google.com/site/indigenecommunity/structure/both-sides-now-equal..
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Thanks Folks for all the great links in the comments, I'll send those out to our mob of about 200 :) So the nasty little scum bag Gates is
going after the kids in 2025, that will make you all do as instructed to save the kids, typical of evil simplistic thinking "that did not work
alright we'll kill the kids". I think the good things that came out of this is the Hydrogen peroxide nebulisation removed any covid [ues within
a day or so for all from 3 months baby through to 85 year grandma and no long covid becaues it was removed at Crst symptoms. Dr M has a
good article on H2O2 and if anyone wants I can provide a drop box link with all the info that we considered.

Caution the voltage of H2O2 is 2.6 V and used too strong can damage, ClO2 is the other one that works as said and can remove cancers
and the like, ClO2 V is 0.76 V so can take internal and detox the body, ClO2 removed my high blood pressure ?? Check Dr Lee Merritts web
site where she postulates that all cancers are parasites and it appears my high blood pressure was to or it would not have been removed by
taken an anti parasitic. If we teach all about Hydrogen peroxide nebulisation that will be the end of any future respiratory virus Rob
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. Nebulizer treatment is amazing. But you may be infected hours or even days before you end up using it. So, have a nose spray
handy for use outside the home and esp when you have been sneezed on...
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ChuckKressbach
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:36:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Think freely. Breathe free. eat free.  What a great motto. Thanks for that.
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Ningnuts
Joined On 4/18/2020 5:58:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Faceholes need to be held to account.Their wealth protects them from prosecution.Their time on unleashing their evil uncaring Nazi
actions on the world/humanity will end all of their hellspawn misery felt by the human population.Their day of judgement/atonement is a
certainty.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Increasing the money supply while decreasing the supply of goods, which is creating rampant in[ation." This is how the tyrants plan to
separate you from your home and possessions--so "you will own nothing". You will be a slave, given only what govt decides you need--that
is, after the oligarchs and criminals have defrauded the corrupt system. So, unless you want to eat beetle burgers, cricket meat and worms,
you need to look out for yourself and your own household. (Funny thing, how the FDA used to regulate the number of bug parts per million
allowed in canned foods...) This is why you need to be as self-reliant as possible, not dependent.

Otherwise, it will cost you your money, your home, your life and your liberty. If you are not in debt and not needing money for day-to-day
purchases, you will fare better, be healthier and less stressed during the in[ationary times ahead. We will not just be facing high prices, but
also shortages of many goods. There are more concerns about eggs and chicken meat--prob inc. all poultry eventually, if not already. I just
read in the news that farm stores are now asking people buying baby chicks for proof of their registration with govt as "hobby" backyard
chicken owners. I do not know whether this extends to other kinds of poultry--yet. New legislation in England will make it illegal to sell eggs
at the farm gate--even to give eggs away.

If anyone has further details, please correct me or explain. Incubators and broody hens will increase in value as the black market expands.
(This will do little to control Avian Flu as people even start to raise wild game birds from eggs they will search for.) In the US, there is now a
plan to "voluntarily" register your garden. (For many years, govt tried to tax what people grew in their gardens, but there was no
cooperation.) Registration is the Crst step towards conCscation... then, mandated production. If govt really had our best interest at heart,
they would be promoting victory gardens
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gardenmomma
Joined On 3/2/2010 11:30:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unforgettable observation: "When you begin connecting the dots it starts to form a pentagram."
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It takes at least a quarter of a million dollars or more to become a doctor of medicine in this country. Due to in[ation that number is
probably low. Follow that trail. Because in a heart beat, saying the wrong thing publicly can bring that license to practice medicine
cancelled. So who determines whether or not that medical practice continues to exist or not? What is wrong with this? Can one trust any
doctor under those circumstances? The pharmacy corporations cater to these doctors with continuing education as to their latest and
greatest Cnds in developing cures for the large number of various diseases out in the real world. Under this system of medicine everything
is controlled in such a manner that these companies generate treatments that do not cure anything but maintain people with various
diseases.

The main diseases in this category are Heart Disease, Cancer, and various forms of diabetes. IF cures for these diseases exist, the
corporations maintaining cash cow medicine will keep a cure from ever reaching the general public. Diabetes alone brings in huge amounts
of money for these corporations. Bring up something that cures them? These corporations will keep it off the market at any price
necessary. There are a number of corporations willing and able to expose these companies.

The only winners here are the lawyers protecting them when they publish suggested cures. What I Cnd wrong is the lack of real checks and
balances involved. The FDA being one of those checks and balances supposedly. Take a really good look at organizations like the American
Medical Association. Take a real look at how we Cre government people for con[icts of interest or not. The genius of Bill Gates and others
is their ability to get around all checks and balances. The COVID scandal is only one of many in which they are all involved in. We really have
one choice here. Ousting the UN control over the United States is that choice.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a connection with Gates $ here??? www.naturalblaze.com/2023/02/Cerce-backlash-as-project-veritas-sideli..
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Raydawn
Joined On 8/25/2014 9:18:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing is changing except for the "NEW JAB" WITH THE NEW PLANDEMIC FOR WHAT EVER REASON.
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seanpatrick2010
Joined On 9/8/2022 9:20:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

slap and SS uniform on that man and he would Cll it perfectly. He seems to have studied Joseph Goebbels techniques.
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GoodforGood22
Joined On 2/10/2023 9:47:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a scammer. No wonder, he’s in bed with WHO and WEF all clowns entertaining in the same circus   It’s satisfying seeing more and
more people are waking up to biggest scam humanity has ever known. Still, (thanks to msm, corrupted politicians’ tied with big pharma,
WEF etc) many are still falling for the scam, and for others woke up. However, too late after being violated with experimental injections
made in fauci and hell gates
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Billy Boy doesn’t even BREATHE without some sort of evil and selCsh intent. In his eyes the world is his chess board and its citizens his
pawns.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates has a LONG list of crimes against humanity: aim4truth.org/.../bill-gates-global-vaccine-warlord
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TruthSeeker999
Joined On 9/8/2016 5:42:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is one of the many most EVIL people in the world, and wants to destroy the world, and population ASAP. So far, he, and the other
SATANISTS have done an extremely great job of mass EXTERMINATION. When his sick, evil existence ends, that will be cause for
celebration, but there are so many others, just like him. Globalism is Satanism.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM
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Noose. It'd be my honor to tie it.
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Hard to accept people like Gates and the rest responsible for what has been done to humanity can simply admit to what we all knew and
face no accountability or punishment and simply plan the pending plandemics. In essence, they say after all the damage is done oooops my
bad, but no worries we are going to do this again to you and already are in the planning. Rinse and repeat. All the same players in all the
same positions. Hey, at least we all get to talk about it here and in other similar forums. Reminds me of the eternal optimist on the street
whop says "cheer up...things can only get worse" :)
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Gates is a Capitalist who sees big proCt In Pharmaceuticals. His envolvement before selling was to encourage injection for his proCt and
with his partner in crime Fauci who had power to infuse control over injection which made big pharma boatloads of money. Now that the
hype has soldered out, Gates has already shaped the next Pandemic to come. These Virus releases are man-made and pre-planned for
proCt and depopulation which is Gates Agenda within the WHO. Unexpected changes are in the pipeline for future direction of the "Gene
Theraphy" shots which are reprogramming your cells to attack each other. The Vaerse numbers are said to be only 1 to 3% accurate. The
real science surrounding the pandemic paints a different picture from claims of the FDA, CDC, and WH mandates. A push by WEF for
domination of the World is underway and strongly supported by Bill Gates.
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Gates end game is not just control and more money, it is depopulation down to less than 500 million people. If this monster is allowed to
continue, he would accomplish it with Klaus Schwab. The Fourth Industrial Revolution, or as Pastor Billy Crone says, “The Fourth Reich.”
Schwab has resurrected Hitlers goal. But the one thing they discount ..is Jesus Christ and His plan.
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So who stops Bill Gates???
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It is time to unify over our biggest problem: Corruption. It’s the one thing the people who are doing the corrupting fear most:
open.substack.com/pub/joshketry/p/lets-unify-over-our-biggest-problem?..
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BillGoats dot com :: the subject of children(s) new education, should study Bernie Madoff while listening to the Beatles sing "The Night
Before"
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How many world wide took this vaccine?? Here we have Gates saying, "Ooops, not quite what we had hoped for?" This man needs to be
executed along with all the others that pushed this "prototype only" clot shot upon the world population. There should be no trials. Let them
plead their case to GOD in the only place they get the fairest of trials for their crimes against His creation.
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In all honesty there is noting that individual iterates that would interest me. Knowing his fabric, I get ill reading his name. His project(s) are
to incorporate this poison into food. He openly stated years ago about depopulation. What is wrong with some (  )? Everything I have read is
negative to humanity.
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Again; accuracy would be nice! Billy boy made a lot more than "millions" off the death jabs. I have a video of him gloating about a 20 to 1
return on a 10 billion dollar investment! Even the lamestream media reports it...of course, the focus here is on his "generous donations", of
course! This is for those who "don't have the time" to do real research: ---
www.cnbc.com/2019/01/23/bill-gates-turns-10-billion-into-200-billion-w..  --- Here's a fun little music video to start your day. ---
drtrozzi.org/2023/02/07/%F0%9F%8E%B5-bill-gates-behind-the-bars-%F0%9F..
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Can’t wait for the vaccine patch!
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Americans will rejoice if Bill Gates ever ends up in prison, where he belongs.
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Gates can’t reengineer Hell’s gates where he will be locked in for life.
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An eye for an eye.  Gates deserves execution as do thousands of others world wide that pushed this upon their people. These are
demons wrapped in human skin.
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“Gates says, "They're not broad — so when new variants come up you lose protection — and they have very short duration, particularly in the
people who matter, which are old people." ”  Also Bill Gates: "That's the trade-off society's making because of very very high medical costs,
and a lack of willingness to say, y'know, is spending a million dollars on those last three months of life for that patient, would it be better not
to lay off those ten teachers and to make that trade-off in medical costs? But that's called the Death Panel :) and ahh, you're not supposed
to have that discussion"
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What’s Bill Gates next scheme? This.... rumble.com/v28pyge-whistleblower-report-2.7.2023.html
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Eye on the food .
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Just a thoughtWhat protection do these criminals have in place for themselves that they do not contract the viruses that have consumed
the world? Just looking at Gates himself he looks sickly. And did THEY take the vaccine?
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When Bill Gates notices the equivalent of "water is wet," it's a good idea to step back for a moment. His comment cannot be taken at face
value, no matter how accurate it may be, because Gates has proven himself to be an untrustworthy character. Sure, he's noticed the obvious
but why and why now? He lied to us for the purpose of expanding his already sizable fortune, not exactly the sort of individual worthy of
another's faith. Soave is right in noting that this thing reeks, that the media cannot be counted on to do its job, that the public health
establishment continues its tune of 'jabs for all,' and that the various political hacks who fancy themselves as masters of the universe are
undeterred in working to expand their control over everyday people.

In a just world, Gates would be cellmates with the likes of Fauci, exposed for the lousy human being that he is, and left in a dark corner to
live out his days in ignominy. This, of course, won't happen. He has too much money for that, and too many people and organizations will
make a deal with the worst kinds of folks if there is potential proCt in it.

With Event 201 having faded from the public's consciousness, there is the new scare on the horizon - the one from a recent exercise that
fantasized about a virus that breaks out in Brazil and is most threatening to children. That's a far different approach from the fear porn
associated with Covid. People might be skeptical about things that are risky to themselves, but they often lose all ability to reason when
their kids are in the crosshairs.

That scenario was not happenstance; it's intentional, just like everything else happening that would normally seem counter-intuitive - govts
waging war against their farmers, a rash of "accidents" at food production facilities, this bird [u that is apparently never-ending, talk of
15-minute cities, and so forth. I'm afraid that the only losers here are conspiracy theorists, as nothing seems impossible any longer.
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In the second video, the Crst question - and Bill's answer - make everything clear. Bill is not going to answer any questions that don't aid his
causes. His answers are statements of his goals, having no relation to the actual questions.
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What a creep Bill Gates is. The only person creepier is his buddy Epstien. The thing I worry about is Bill Gates possibly becoming the leader
of the WHO. Can you imagine what a nightmare that would be?
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Arien1, most unfortunate we don't have to imagine. He already is along with the whole Big P-Harma and the obedient Watchdogs
bought and owned. When we add up what he directly funds and add in those entities he has massive in[uence or direct control over,
he exceeds the top donor, currently Germany. Germany being the lead sled dog is another fake PR, window dressing hiding behind
the Wizard of ODD, Bill Gates, genius of everything.
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Maybe he already is and it is hidden from the public.
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Gates invests to command and collect more wealth. Bill Gates in a video of the Corbett report, has created a pandemic response
team for the WHO, called the "Global Epidemic Response and Mobilization" or GERM Team. COVID-19 has taught us that biological
weapons are the answer. Yes, deaths, hunger and all this sustained by corruption. Bill Gates is basically paying the WHO to dictate
what the world should do to make him a ton of money, because he has always invested heavily in the very "solutions" that he
presents to the world. His actions are selCsh, and in most cases, the recipients of his "generosity" end up worse off than before.

Shabnam Palesa Mohamed, member of the steering committee of the World Health Council, who points out that the treaty grants the
WHO: “The agreement proposed by the WHO is unnecessary and is a threat to sovereignty and inalienable rights. It increases the
sti[ing power of the WHO to declare unwarranted pandemics, impose dehumanizing lockdowns, and enforce expensive, unsafe, and
ineffective treatments against the will of the people. www.globalresearch.ca/invalid-data-drives-catastrophic-public-policies..
 (10/20(2022).------ expose-news.com/.../bill-gates-bioterrorist  (05/26/2022) .----www.globalresearch.ca/.../5775920  (03/30/22)
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Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci and others and health authorities can't be trusted. They have been out to get us since way before the Covid-19
pandemic and it's dangerously vaccines for decades.
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Interestingly, Dr Peter McCullough and Dr Pierre Kory are in Australia at the moment to give conferences on Covid19 Vaccines and Effects.
10 - 13 February, Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast, Melbourne and Sydney. I asked one of the leading newspapers in Melbourne if anyone would
be going to the conference in Melbourne on 12 February. Also informed them of Dr John Campbell's interview with Professor Robert Clancy,
14 January, 23, on Science Science Problems with mRNA Vaccines. Of course no reply!
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Documentary Safe & Effective www.reddit.com/r/Coronavirus_Ireland/comments/xr0s74/safe_and_effectiv..
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Biden's "moon shot" on cancer. He claims he will carry on a war to cure cancer. As a cancer patient long in remission, this terriCes me. We
already know many of the causes of cancer. Why not eliminate the cause before looking for a cure? I suppose one driving factor is that
pharmaceutical companies have learned that (global) governments will Cnance their operations, absolve them from all liability, while
yielding tremendous proCts. This is nothing more than misery-for-proCt. Were it not for the covid funding many hospitals receive from govt
and the payments brought in from cancer, many hospitals would go bankrupt.

Obstetrics does not pay the bills. At least not like those short-term, turn-around, reserved parking places for cancer patients undergoing
repeated radiation therapy. Many years ago, I made a trip to consult with Dr. Glenn Warner, who, later, essentially lost his license for
"nonstandard practice"--things like telling cancer patients to take a multi-vitamin to support their immune system...

I knew he was under review, so esp. wanted to hear his opinion. However, I was disappointed, not because he was not a good man and was
not correct--but to learn that, in many ways, medical practitioners in big cities were more controlled and had less autonomy than many
isolated backwoods areas where tremendous progress was being discretely made doctors in private practice. The bankers who had
political oversight for licensing were the ranchers, miners, loggers and landowners who had a better understanding of nature and veterinary
medicine.

Not Bill Gates. Many in their families were independent thinkers who had been successfully treated for cancer by various kinds of nature
doctors and were supportive of them. There were some very resourceful individuals foraging remedies from the forests. A few, prob had a
better working knowledge of the whole "herbs" than many scientists working with the extracts. Back then, we routinely saw many cancer
patients enter remission.
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What kinds of treatments helped get and keep you in remission? Thanks for sharing Elliott
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Eldorado... I cannot answer that brie[y. Keep in mind that the single same protocol may not work equally well for all cancers--must
be adapted. Basically, cancer can be put into remission thru a combination of BIOLOGICALS (herbals, compounds, supplements),
ENERGY-HEAT-ETC.(rife-bare, saunas, homeopathy, Bach Flower Essences, gentle exercise walking 3-5 miles a day, etc.) and DIET
(strict macrobiotic for breast cancer and some other cancers, the best water available). Some other diets may be better for other
cancers or less effective for breast cancer. Many diets will be helpful, but your goal is to strictly adhere to the one that is most
helpful. You will need testing and monitoring over time to adjust the diet throughout recovery, esp.

after 6-12 months when it should generally be strictly followed. Food elicits an emotional response and this can be a very trying time
for many people. I found Hoxsey and Venus Fly Trap helpful, but cannot recommend them for ALL cancers, it depends. Consider
homeopathic nosodes. Bach Flower Essences to remove the emotional obstacles that interfere with healing and moving ahead on
your path in life. Creating an effective regimen is a complex process. I recommend working with the most skilled and experienced
naturopathic physician you can Cnd--someone known to specialize in cancer.

So, you may be looking for an older doctor near retirement age with diverse skills in many healing therapies. It may also be helpful to
remove yourself from an inner-city environment and toxicity. If at all possible, try to identify the cause of your cancer and deal with it
to eliminate it and prevent recurrence. Most of all, be conCdent and listen to your inner wisdom. Do your research and do not believe
everything you are told. You have more responsibility for your recovery than your doctor does to heal you. The physician cannot undo
what the patient will not do. There must be a commitment of time, study, and, yes, cash out-of-pocket
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My pattern recognition ability has me seeing a misplaced faith in man as an idolatry that manifests in fantasies of expected
impending control of that which we have no control. There are natural balances in the universe. Climate changes, yet those of this
religion are believing they can set a climate "thermostat" to create an unnatural climate stasis by intrusive and economy collapsing
expense and societal controls theoretically possible with Luciferian global governance and a greatly reduced population by selective
genocides. Scapegoats are implicated and blamed. The natural carbon cycle is implicated in out of their control with carbon
demonized as the culprit with again unnatural schemes to sequester carbon in deCance of natural cycles with tendencies to reach
equilibriums or self-corrections.

Diseases come and go yet death is to be prevented "by any means necessary," a reoccurring theme with that group, yet everyone
dies. Thoughts are to be controlled or at least prevented from being shared by censorship of all except for their oNcial narratives.
Food, food supplements and healthy living and tradition gained by success are dismissed in favor of untested ideas and theories of
elitists such as a belief that some future manmade chemical will cure cancer or social policies and communism will enable control
of climate and OAC's Modern Economic Theory, which isn't new, nor modern and not even a theory, will enable creation of wealth by
printing money without the proven consequences presumably with the arrogance and pride that it never worked before in all of
history, yet we can do it right.

Get rid of the old to replace it with theoretical new that will be created by governmental mandates. We are mandating clean energy
with such misplaced conCdence that we are ending everything that works such as coal mining, oil and natural gas. They legislatively
mandate fueled vehicles be replaced with electric to presumably (by the presumptuous) charge with electric.
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"I'm not going to shut down the economy, I'm going to SHUT DOWN THE VIRUS!" Joe Biden
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A link about Biden and cancer: Biden's 'Cancer Moonshot' Aims for a Cure — What About Tackling the Cause? In his state of the union
address Tuesday night, President Biden outlined ambitious goals to “turn more cancers from death sentences to treatable diseases,”
but he didn't mention reining in the virtually unchecked [ood of environmental chemical contaminants that scientists say cause
cancer. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-cancer-moonshot-environmenta..  (02/09/2023)
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Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2023 12:48:16 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo and all... RE: Moon shot for cancer cure. "Treatable diseases" hardly sounds like a "cure " to me. Rather, it sounds like
another long-term money-making scheme for pharmaceutical companies. Might I also question whether this might also involve
boosters? We are not just being gas-lighted, but also mooned...
www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=pszAxM7%2f&id=0A..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2023 1:51:35 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

veraromo
Joined On 6/29/2010 4:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I usually detox, 1x a year for 2-3 weeks. This includes enemas and colonics. A good cancer protocol is no meat, no sugar, and fresh
raw food and juices. A good herb for cancer is uno de Gato (translated as cats claw). Also, a powerful remedy is Wheatgrass.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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veraramo... An annual detox is a good routine to get into. Our world is very toxic. However, in certain cases, a person will need to take
stronger measures. One example is when tightly bound heavy metals have been causing a life-threatening illness. There are
herb-speciCc remedies for many of these, but also more technological interventions. Often, treatment will not be effective (or less
so), until the underlying cause is removed.
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